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An island-hopping odyssey


Uncover island wonders in Greece
10% off
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Greek Island Medley - staying longer in Symi

See holiday details



10% off
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Ionian Island Paradise

See holiday details



10% off
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Greek Island Medley - staying longer in Leros

See holiday details
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New tours
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The Fairytale Tour - Best of Bavaria, Austria and the Italian Lakes

See holiday details
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The Highlights of Rome and the Beautiful Amalfi Coast

See holiday details
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Portugal and Spain - A Tale of Two Cultures

See holiday details
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Travel in 2025
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Incredible Asia
From the ancient wonders to the modern marvels.
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Extraordinary USA
An epic adventure across the USA
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Wild Africa
Deserts, steamy jungles, and wildlife-dotted plains.
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Get inspired
Take a peek inside our inspiring brochures and let us whisk you away to distant lands. From the sun-dappled waters of the Mediterranean to the exotic jungles of Asia, we have an effortless adventure that’s perfect for you...
Click to order
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You’re the VIP
It’s a little extra touch that makes the start and end of your holiday as easy as the rest of the trip
Explore more



Choose the tour that gives you more
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Best tours in 2024
Epic adventures to book now
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Best tours in 2025
Where to go in 2025
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Private Jet Tours
Incredible journeys by Private Jet
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Receive inspiration in your inbox
Subscribe to our newsletter for holiday inspiration and the latest special offers
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For more information about how we use your personal information, please view our Privacy Policy.




Why choose a Titan Travel tour or cruise?


Our award-winning collection of holidays covers all seven continents, with carefully planned itineraries ranging from rail journeys and river cruises, to small-group adventures and trips exclusively for solo travellers.
VIP travel service
Smooth transfers to and from home with unlimited mileage

More value
From excursions to hotels, entry tickets and dining packages, we include more than any other tour.

More knowledgeable 
Be guided by some of the most passionate and knowledgeable tour managers in the world, on hand to help every step of the way.

More flexible 
Feel free to amend or extend your travel plans, up until final payment, and enjoy free time on your tour with us too.

















